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Spotlight
-J/-l.~/J~
Principal of ORCHIDS, Vikhroli
1. Shed light on how you feel being around
children?
For me, being around the children means
enjoying their innocence & simplicity. They
naturally gravitate me towards light. There is
an unconditional love that we share which
helps us feel connected. Being around them
lightens me up, free from tensions & stress.
One never grows old if the child inside you is
kept alive, awake, and free-spirited.

2. One thing you would want to tell your
younger self?
"Forgive often and make progress."

3. As a child what was your dream?
Being a daughter of an llTian, there were
high expectations from me about excelling
in studies & being an Engineer. Destiny put
me in the field of education. Well, my only
dream was to make my parents proud of me.

4. Describe the best memory of your childhood?
I was the only girl among the entire ordnance factories children who drove a Lamby
at the age of 13. As I was able to handle
Lamby, my Grandfather had gifted me the
ancestral Royal Enfield 350 cc.

5. If you were to be awarded a Nobel Prize
or an Oscar, what would it be for and why?
Our country is the most populous country.
Population of our country is a challenge. I
wish to convert this challenge into an opportunity. If I were to be awarded a Nobel Prize,
it would be for my contribution towards
inspiring the young minds of our populous
country and producing conquerors in every
field possible.

name. (pause) Jude! This is your new home.
(smiles gently)
She holds him more tightly. The warmth of
her love infuses across the room. What a
pleasant view to spot! Silence takes over all
around.

....

The Grand

Piano Tunes
fl tale of an unusual family
Over the hills, in midst of fog and dots of
cloud, a little cottage stands humble and
lovely. Dull green hill and fir trees around add
to the scenic beauty. The old wooden signboard at the gate reads, 'The Home'. The mild
breeze often moves the board, shaking the
dews off the board edges.
Pleasant grand piano tunes playing from
inside the cottage rumbles the entire quiet
environment around. The scene unfolds,
revealing the vintage phonograph on the
table, playing these soothing tunes.
A lady, happily humming to these tunes
shouts looking upstairs, after making few
bowls of hot soup ready on the table, "Kids!
Wake up now! Breakfast time! Or else, I am
coming up there." She starts humming back
again.
A little girl, with a doll in her hand, shouts
standing on the staircase, staring out through
the window, "Mumma! I think he has come."
The lady excitedly looks out of the window. A
car slowly stops in front of the cottage gate.
She turns to the little girl, "Smita! Will you
please, .... !" Smita interrupts, "Mumma, I will
wake up everyone." She turns and lugging her

paralyzed left foot against the stairs, continues, "You please go and welcome our new
brother ..... and everyone that has come." The
lady cannot say a word but just gazes at Smita
with a smile full of love.
The doorbell rings. The lady rushes to the
door and opens. A little boy stands there with
scared eyes, who seeing her, bows down his
head. He cannot stand straight but in a slightly
bent posture, swings gently. Her eyes are filled
with love and compassion seeing him as if the
world for her has just stopped. A thin voice,
"Are you Mrs. Sophie, the teacher?" awakes
her back to the sense, to realize another lady
and a man had come along. She promptly
replies, "Yes, I am Mrs. Sophie. Please, come
in !
II

The unsettling aura encompasses all, as they
are seated across a round sofa. A weird
'shuurrrppp' sound that the man makes of a
coffee sip is the only sound that resonates.
Mrs. Sophie signs at the little boy calling him
near to her. The other lady slowly pushes him
towards her. Mrs. Sophie takes hold of him
across her arms and asks, "What's your
name?" The boy opens his mouth in difficulty
and stammers, "Jzzz J z ... "
The other lady interrupts, "Jude. His name is
Jude."
Mrs. Sophie: (to the boy) Wow! I love your

The man breaks the silence of the room with
his weird coffee sip and begins in an adenoidal tone, "See! Mrs. Sophie, I tell you again.
Why do you do this? This.. gathering of kids
like these and taking care of them, educating!" He expresses an unusual gesture with
his eyebrows but won't stop, "Good! But why?
(pointing at Jude) He cannot even hear you
clearly and speak also. He could not even tell
his name." The other lady frowns with creases
on her forehead.
Yet the man after a coffee sip, continues, "Let
him be with us. Cabinets pay us for each of
these kids. He will be just a burden on you."
He puts his cup on the table with a force
"THUDDD!" Jude shudders even inside Mrs.
Sophie's arm. She hugs him.
The man takes a short sniff and articulates his
last line, "I told you the same over the phone
also, before bringing him here. These kids are
~~...not your kids. What will you get, Mrs.
"' Sophie?" The man's face conveys a feeling of
-~'-"''"""...... satisfaction with a quick sardonic grin.

re

their obedience, from their stubbornness,
their love, their hatred, from their weaknesses,
from their abilities, every moment I get to
learn. That is what a teacher would like to earn
her whole life- lessons." She, lifting her eyes to
stare at the 'now' ashamed man, adds, "And
yes! They are more than just my students to
me. They are my family, my kids." Who knows
what Jude understood! But he shrugs and
gets comfortable inside Mrs. Sophie's hug.
The next scene, Jude and Mrs. Sophie stand
at the door watching the car drive away,
exhausting the grey smoke into the air.
Mrs. Sophie holds his hand and guides him to
the dining room decorated with lights and
color, where the other kids sing together a
surprise song to welcome him,
"Welcome! Oh dear brother!
We are around, do not feel lone.
Happy to have you here 'cause
Now this is your home."
Claps follow then after. Mrs. Sophie reacts,
"Wow! The lesson for the day- Welcome
everyone that comes to your place and love
your brother, Jude."
Allen, a little boy comes tilting his head, to see
through his one eye that he has, grabs Jude's
hand and says, "Come! Join us." The moment
wins all.

clock tick-tocks.

Mrs. Sophie delivers a gentle smile staring at
his coffee cup, "You told the same thing over
the phone. I was angered. I did not want to
have you here. Some time ago, Smita, an 8
years old child of mine, dragged her paralyzed
foot to help my job done, and in turn asked,
actually requested me to welcome you all. I
could learn from her; what your difficulties are!
How hard it is for you! How tough it is for you
to drag a paralyzed foot, yet I should welcome
everyone that comes to my place. So, did you
like the coffee?" Her eyes smile.
She continues, " ... Now to your question; what
do I get? I get to learn from these kids, from

In sync with this heartwarming moment, the
excited housemaid takes the attention,
"Madam! Is it true your son is coming from the
capital this week?
The question makes Mrs. Sophie turn around
and express a mixed emotion of fear, alarm
and dismay.

To be continued in the next issue .....
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Win Everyday
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CONFIDENCE
Highlights of an Inspiring Journey••••

A child is safe in a cocoon, but he is
destined to be a butterfly.

A very crucial representative of K-12, the essential
associate of ORCHIDS, indeed the building block,
he is the Senior Operations Manager - Mr. Sachin
Bhadra.
What delight is it to know from the man himself
about his journey with us! Here he shares with us
the countless lessons that crossed his path and
the values of life that made his journey with K-12
worth sharing.

ENTHUSIASM

~NOCENCE
We also can do miracles being
a child at heart.
Learn from a child, but protect
him first.

~ESSONS

<;

K12

~~NERGY

I have made mistakes, fell and
stood up again.
The Energy in ORCHIDS kids is
tremendous, and has inspired
me always.

CHALLENGES

A child is inquisitive about
everything. He doesn't hesitate to ask 'How' and 'Why'.
No
Question
is stupid;
answers can be. Likewise, we
also need to learn and
GROW.

The process of a child turning
into a butterfly is very crucial
phase. It is the time to inculcate
in them moral and ethical
values.

PASSlnl\J & DILIGE~lrE
Value based education is important.
We should be aware of how we
speak and behave.

It all started with a positive
day, full of energy .

•
Senior Operations Mana

by Khadija Matcheswalla,
School counselor at ORCHIDS, Palagully

The topic 'Consent' is quite unheard of and rarely talked about. Especially when it comes to
teaching consent to Children! Being a Mental Health Practitioner, I have come across a lot of
instances where the need for consent teaching could save lives.

How soon can children be taught about consent
and boundaries?
There's a misconception that ideas about consent
and bodily autonomy should be lumped in with
sexual education, but that's actually far too late. Of
course, these discussions need to be age-appropriate, But it is extremely crucial to begin teaching our
children about consent as early as possible.

Use the right words for private parts

Be respectful of other adults

Using made-up names is confusing and conveys the idea that those parts are somehow
shameful. It makes things difficult for a child to
get help if they need it. Horton, a Psychotherapist, says she once had a client who had been
taught that her vagina was her "purse." The
child told her teacher about abuse, but the
teacher didn't initially understand because the
child was using the wrong word.

A child is always watching & learning from our
actions, be it those of a parent, or those of a
teacher. Parents!f eachers who are respectful
towards each other are modeling good
boundaries. When kids see their parents
hitting or screaming at each other, they get the
message that violence is how you get your
way, or how you should communicate. Make
sure that you are managing issuesin a way that
communicates respect for the other person's
thoughts, feelings and body.

Model consent for your children
Keep dialogue about consent going as your
child ages

We can model consent and boundaries for small
children by respecting their personhood. We can
give even small children the opportunity to make
choices and have opinions. 'It is time to go to bed
now. Would you rather wear your monkey pajamas
or your princess nightgown?' Or, 'Which vitamins do
you like better, the chewable dinosaurs or the
gummy robots?'.

Don't just end it at one conversation. As your
child grows, the conversation also needs to
grow and change. Never shy away from a question or make your kid feel bad for asking. The
best thing about kids is their ability to ask
questions we are too embarrassed to ask. Be
glad for every single one of them and keep the
dialogue open.

Teach them their body belongs to them
"Another important way to empower your child is to
teach them that their body belongs to them," Horton. They get to decide if they want to share
hugs and kisses with someone. If they want someone to stop tickling, it should stop immediately.
Parents shouldn't dictate that they kiss grandpa
goodnight. Let them decide. They could kiss him,
hug him, give him a high five, or whatever they're
most comfortable with, by choice.

End on a positive note

•
•

•

Topics like consent and inappropriate touching can sometimes be overwhelming or even
frightening for a child. Make sure that your
discussions include reassurances that touching from people we know and love can be a
wonderful thing. We don't want our children to
grow up and think all touching is bad.

Brainstorm with your children about what
kinds of touches they do like. They might like
back
rubs, high fives, or sitting on Grandpa's lap
while they read a book. Just make sure that
you remind them that they're free to say no
thank you, not right now whenever it doesn't
feel good. After all, it's their body- they get to
decide.

ALL AROUND THE

LD & ORCHIDS
Along with world news, know the ORCHlDS Bravery News for November

3. No child likes homework
Whopping 14 hours of homework, at an average in a week! Don't believe?
Teenagers in China receive this load of
homework. Now tell your children how lucky
they are!!!

THE {h;felrm.

(h1U1FJrrr
Stories that became histories, inspiring the world

We often forget to realize that learning is a two-way process. Teachers are even sometimes
awestruck by the inspiration some kids turn out to be. On this theme of 'Children's Day', let us
introduce you to some of the children, who with just a little inspiration, went on to change the
world and make a difference.

1. Children's Day: More than a celebration, a
holiday to him!
Helplessness is one strange force!
A poor boy had to clean toilets in a school
on Children's day, as a holiday could be an
earning day for him, while other students in
the same school were playing football with
Bharat Ratna Sachin Tendulkar & celebrating
the day. Being left out from the celebration,
he whimpered few words, "Mujhe accha nahi
lag raha hai". He added, "I will be back to
school tomorrow."
If so, Children's day is of what value to him?

2. Schultute to motivate children
A special cone called Schultate, filled with
pens, pencils, books & snacks are presented
to the children in Germany. The catch is that
they can open the cone only when they start
the school. What a great way to get them
excited & motivated for school!

4. The ORCHIDS Bravery Award Goes to KURLA
It was around 4:57 a.m. in the morning, a
thief entered into ORCHIDS, Kurla premises
through Gate no. 3. As the night security
guards, Mr. Kamlesh & Mr. Balasaheb spotted the thief, they had reported about the
same to Security head. When reached the
spot to nab the thief, the thief had ran away,
nowhere to be found. Their vigilant duty
stopped some unwanted incident of theft
from happening in the school.
Appreciating their commitment & dedication, we announce their names as
The ORCHIDS Brave Names for November.

ELIF BILGIN
Elif was 16 when she
PHILO FARNSWORTH came up with a process
World's first fully of
turning
banana
electronic
television peels into bioplastic, a
was developed by a way to reduce petro14-year-old farm boy, l leum-based pollution
could you guess that? ! in the world. This huge
His idea was so com- l invention took 2 years
plexed that he had to· of research with numexplain it to his teach- bers of failed attempt
ers through a diagram. but her determination
took a turn to change
the world.
She has won the
2013 Science in Action
Award
(Google's
$50,000 competition).

MALALA YOUSAFZAI
The entire world
knows her as the
youngest
individual
ever to receive a Nobel
Prize. Living in a village
ruled by Taliban where
education for girls was
banned, at an age of
11, she was already
writing biogs for local
BBC station and raising
her voice for girl education. By the age of
15, she survived an
attack by a Taliban
gunman who shot her
in the head. Today, she
runs a number of educational projects.

JACK AN DRAKA
At the age of 15, he
invented a device to
detect cancer cells.
Rejected by over 200
labs, he was finally
recognized by Dr. Anirban Maitra at John
Hopkins. This device is
less expensive, faster
and more accurate
than all other tests.
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SUBJECT TRACKER
Science, all around
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Topper, Maths Teacher & Philosopher

~

o

Jayant Solanki
GPS Indore

· Your best moment with the
kids
oV\,e of the vi-tovi-teV\,t.s Is wheV\,
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"Life is not about one big thing, it is about a million little
things."
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The little-little things around us in nature has Science
behind them. The beauty is to perceive and understand it.
Here's another little fun quotient for you, your kids and
SCIENCE.

..

.

*

- One transparent glass,
fillled with 1/3 water
,,
- Vegetable Oil
:
- Alka Seltzer Effervescent Tablet
\
'
(Lemon Fast Relief Tablets like Eno)
- A Secret Ingredient
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Add 1/3 quantity of Veg Oil to the transparent
glass with 1/3 filled with water.

Important:
- Let your little students add the Atka Seltzer tablets to the glass. Witness the fun in
their face as the liquid in the glass starts
making bubbles and effervescent foam.
- Make sure kids do not put the tablets into
their mouth!
Now add the secret ingredient, the food color
or water paint to give the colorful appearance.

Warning:
You may have to do it again & again! My
teacher had to!

6 The Last Needful:
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The kids need to know the Science behind
that, and it has. We do not know! Our Science
teachers know, surely!
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~fuk, from the last issue:

er~
OF THE WORLD
Did you know?
Teachers' Day in India is celebrated on
every 5th September on the auspicious
birthday of the great teacher Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan.
However, the world celebrates 'World
Teachers' Day' on every 5th October.
Happy Belated World Teacher Day! We
bring to you the glimpses of the teachers
from all across the world, celebrating their
phenomenal contributions in the educa*°tional environment. Take a walk through
and smile throughout.

SUNDAY

DIY - Li~eStyle
Beautiful and easy to make

CHEF
Gwe'Jer 'Br~ol Mc-1.n
The story of Gingerbread men goes back to 15th century. These were
spotted first time ever at the court of Queen Elizabeth I of England.
They were prepared in honor of some of her important guests, and
have been in tradition ever since then.

Spending a little time with your tiny tots in the classroom can sometimes be magical for you.
The Paper Santa Claus is also easy to craft along with happy chats that you are going to have
together.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
: Required:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

An empty toilet roll
•
2 sheets of paper (red & black) •
A little red cap
•
1 little red pompom
5 little cotton balls
A yellow button
Marker
Scissors
Glue

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Let's begin:
Paste the red paper over the toilet roll
with the glue.
Paste the red cap over one end of the roll.
Put some glue on the top of red cap and
place a cotton ball.
Make eyes with the marker and paste a
little pompom for the nose.
Cut a piece of black paper and glue it
around the roll for the belt and paste the
yellow button at the front.

YorkShire Puololin'J
YorkShire Pudding was originally called the dripping pudding. Wonder
why? Cooks in North of England came up with the idea of making use of
the fat that dropped in the dripping pan to cook a batter pudding while
the meat roasted. It was in 1737 when the recipe of 'Dripping Pudding'
was first published. Soon this became a constant starter before dinners, &
was later named 'The Yorkshire Pudding' due to the regions association
with coal & the higher temperatures this produced which helped to make
the batter crispier.

Glue on cotton all around the eyes and
the nose to make fluffy beard. Kids love
fluffy stuffs!
Allow it to dry.
Your kids won't believe what they just
made. A Santa Claus! A kid's ever favorite
character!

To ALL OF

»»»

ASK THE

EXPERT
Addressing your queries Expertly
Yet again, we urge you to spew out the weird-strange-uncomfortable-personal emotions that
you have been holding within yourself. Our Psychologist will handle your issueswith their expert
point of view.
Here's to understand, "Unexpressed doubts are more troublesome than the doubt itself."

,

1.

Mrs. K claims her issue to be a bit weird. She has a
student, who is, unfortunately, one of the first benchers.
Unfortunate for her because he has a severe bad habit of
picking his nose, sitting close to her. She quite often finds
him in the action which leaves her yucky and disgusted.
Advise her the way to confront as she is also worried
about how would he feel.
Ans: She should not confront about the same, she should
counsel him instead. Counsel him not about his habit of
picking nose, but about how to get rid of bad habits as it
goes against social etiquettes and also not hygienic for
himself. Mrs. K should help him to get rid of this habit and
encourage him as he stops doing it gradually.

"I have found a little boy and girl of Std-Ill, infatuated
to each other. They share love messages in papers. It is
cute, however, it worries me that it may hamper their
studies in some or the other way", says Mrs. LM.
Ans: Talk to them in their language. 'In their language' is
the way they can understand that there is time for everything in life, and what they are experiencing is not love
but just a temporary feeling. And that studies are important at this stage of their life.

3. A notorious

student of Mrs. J's class has been many
times accused by his peers that he peeps through the
hole inside the toilet, sometimes climbs up too. Should
he be openly punished or what needs to be done? Please
suggest.
Ans: For sure, he should not be openly punished, and actually no one should be. Nevertheless,
strict rules for toilets and washrooms should be announced openly in the classroom. Also, some
school staff can be given charge of the toilet discipline. Also talk to the student as to why he
does that, try to counsel him. Hope, this helps.
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OF THE MONTH

Naziya & Yogesh

Renuka Chowdary

OIST

Mr. Brijesh

Jubilee Hills

Jalahalli

W~th Lowe,
From ORCHIDS
Subhada Rawool
OISVKH

Gitanjali Singh
at

Raman Nagar

Padamjyoti
OIS NIGDI

•••

OR'S TIJRN

FRENCH

BIOLOGY

Lower Grade

Rupinder Kaur (Bathinda)
Sherry Thomas (Sahakar Naga

Riddhi Gala (Malad)
Mugdha Adkar (Malad)

TOAtRS

Higher Grade

EYP (Pre-Primary)
Rakhi Paul (Jalahalli)
N Vasantha Lakshmi (BTM)
Savitha S Gopinath (Mysore Road)
Arshiya Uzma Naaz (BTM)
Priya Pandey (Mysore Road)
NAGAKALYANI G (Sahakar Nagar)
THENMOZHI (Sahakar Nagar)
Meenakshi Agarwal (BTM)
TANUJA M.N (BTM)
Pavithra Santhosh (Mysore Road)
Kumuda V (Nagarbhavi)
Divyashree K S (Mysore Road)
Renuka B S (Nagarbhavi)
Sandhya Ranganath (Sahakar Nagar)
Shobha B (CV Raman)
Shylaja Sreepadh (Jalahalli)
Meena Muniswamy (Mysore Road)
Rashmi (Mysore Road)
Nabanita Bhattacharjee (BTM)
Sruti Dey (Sarjapur)
Srivishnupriya R (CV Raman Nagar)
Jyothika Shetty (Mysore Road)
Selvi Shekhar (K12 Bengaluru)
Ashwini Sharma (K12 Bengaluru)
Batul Danawala (Pallagully)
Manjula Pravin (Thane)
Pooja Shah (Koparkhairane)
Dropati Thapa (Koparkhairane)
Padmajyoti J (Nigdi)
Urvi Ratnani (K12 Mumbai)
Kinjal Sanghavi (Malad)
Sharon Noel Fernandes (Pallagully)
Depti Shethia (Borivali)
Deepika Mohile (Koparkhairane)
Rahi Singh (NIBM)
Deepali Palave (Koparkhairane)
Neelam Ghatge (NIBM)
Priya Singh (Borivali)

Sylvia Dsilva (Nagarbhavi)
Sandhya S Rao (Sahakar Nagar)
Sujatha S Pai (Mysore Road)
Paramjit Kaur (Bathinda)
Navdeep Makkar (Bathinda)
Sonia Rani (Bathinda)
Aznita Mathew (Thane)

Gayathri V L (JP Nagar)
Yogesh Kush (Palam Vihar)

COMPUTER SCIENCE
KANNADA

Lower Grade
Naman Gupta (Bathinda)

Lower Grade

Higher Grade

Nagarathna H.S (Sahakar Nagar)
Shwetha C S (BTM)
Bharathi Gantal (JP Nagar)

Ritesh Solanki (Indore)

CHEMISTRY
Payal Tandon (Gems Expansion

SCIENCE (1 to 5)

Higher Grade

COUNSELLING

Sandeep Sharma (Bathinda)
Jenice Fredrick (Gwalior)

Swarna Vathi (JP Nagar)

Shiva Sharma (Nagarbhavi)

.

........

·:

EVS

SPECIAL EDUCATION

Jenice Fredrick (Gwalior)

Vishvpreet Kaur Brar (Bathinda)
Meghanjali Singh (Patiala)

MATHS

(Pre-Primary)
Dhanalaxmi Karnath (Mysore Road)
Nandini H V (Sahakar Nagar)
Cassie D'Almeida (Sahakar Nagar)
Mala Manohar (Sahakar Nagar)

DANCE
Nupur Diwan (Mysore Road)
Manjari Mishra (Palam Vihar)

Nazia Khan (Indore)
Manpreet Kaur Gill (Indore)

Grade 1 - 2

Sanath KS (Sahakar Nagar)
Asha Yadav (Sahakar Nagar)

Grade (6 to 8)

Aparna B (Sahakar Nagar)
Paramjit Kaur (Bathinda)
Navdeep Makkar (Bathinda)
Akshaya Dhawale (Vikhroli)
Meera KS (JP Nagar)
Adlin Priya (Nigdi)
Asha G (Nagarbhavi)
Sonia Rani (Bathinda)
Tanzeem Khan (Thane)

Suneetha S D (Mysore Road)
Shilpa Jadhav (Malad)

Grade 3- 5

·······

:

SST

MATHS

SPORTS

ENGLISH
Grade (3 to 5)
Aruna K (Sahakar Nagar)

HINDI
EYP (Primary)

PHYSICS

Kahina B (Koparkhairane)
Sharmin Ginde (Kurla)

Lower Grade
Preeta Verma (Bhopal)

Higher Grade
Neeru Sharma (Bathinda)

.

Payal Jindal (Bathinda)
Manisha Malhotra (Palam Vihar)
Nida Zaidi (NIBM)
Pooja Jayaswal (Palam Vihar)
Amandeep Singh (Patiala)

Grade 6 - 8
Monika Bhardwaj (Palam Vihar)
Shikha Goswami (Palam Vihar)
Aanjali Sharma (Jalahalli)
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